History 121  
American History  
Fall 2020  
Version 1.0

Instructor: Dr. Kyle Miller

Section and Times: 004: MWF 1:25-2:15, GLAS 0431
Email: Kylemiller@missouristate.edu
Office: Virtual with Blackboard Collaborate Ultra
Hours: MWF 9:00-10:00 and by appointment. It is recommended to make an appointment via email for any virtual visit.

Please use ONLY your MSU email when sending email Correspondence to me in this course. As I teach multiple courses each semester, it will help me assist you faster if you include the course name and section number in the subject line of your email. Not including this information could delay my response to you.

Emails sent during business hours (Monday – Friday 8:00-5:00), will be responded to within 24 hours. Emails on the weekends or holidays may not receive a response until the first business day.

Course Description: This course will cover the development of American history until 1877, charting the different, shared paths of development. We will highlight division and unity as the United States was transformed from urban-agrarian indigenous societies into an industrial-capitalist empire.

We hope that at the end of the course students have a greater awareness, understanding, and appreciation of United States’ history—not only the mainstream patriots’ narrative, but also the complex, interactive, and lesser known popular history of other socio-economic groups.
Course Goals:

Part one: Intellectual abilities and dispositions

Improving our ability to make important choices involves attention to the intellectual skills, habits, and dispositions which help to guide such choices

Part two: knowledge and understanding

Developing educated people requires intensive study in many areas of inquiry as well as interdisciplinary explorations. The process involves different modes of scholarly discourse and methods of inquiry that have evolved in various fields of study. General education provides students with an opportunity to perceive ways of linking the various areas of inquiry; in this way they can make creative and responsible connections not only among all of their general education courses, but also among major, minor and elective courses and co-curricular educational opportunities in the larger university community. Understand how various forms of written, oral, musical, visual, and bodily expression contribute to human knowledge and experience. Interpret texts and other cultural products in ways that reflect informed understandings of relevant contextual factors, including socio-cultural influence and cultural traditions, perspectives, and behavior patterns.

A. Understanding of the natural world

Study of the natural world provides an understanding of important principles and methodologies for making choices.

B. Understanding of culture and society

Informed choices require knowledge of what people have done and imagined, currently as well as historically. Choices are also tempered by knowledge of the social and cultural settings in which they are made or were made in the past. Analytically compare the influences of community, institutions, and other constructions such as class, gender, and race on the ways of thinking, believing, and acting in cultural and historical settings other than one’s own.

C. Self-understanding

To make informed choices, one must understand the natural and the social context in which one lives and must heed the ancient injunction to “know thyself.”
Readings: The course will have one recommended textbook, one required paperback, and a required online sourcebook. The textbook, *Of the People*, is an optional text, as students may substitute other American history textbooks or other editions. Books are also available in rental copies and electronic format.

Note: In the event the course must move online, the textbook will be required. In the online format, the truncated lectures are not adequate for the material covered. Thus, the textbook will become required at that point.

Recommended:

Required:

Sources on Blackboard

Grading: There will be two in class exams worth 25% each and one take home paper worth 25% of the total grade. The last 25% will derive from class participation during the weekly discussions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading Component</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Term Exam</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take Home Paper</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class Participation</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>25%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>400</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this course we will use a +/- system, in that final grades will have a plus or a minus assigned: i.e. A, A-, B+ etc.

Grades will be posted on blackboard, and all students will receive a midterm grade accessible on the MYMSU account. Students may make an appointment to receive current grade.

Study guides and assignments will be posted on blackboard approximately two weeks in advance of exams and assignments.

I reserve the right to use up to two weeks before I return graded assignments.

Attendance: There is no specific attendance policy for this class. However, as a record of attendance is required by the Federal government for the purpose of financial aid, we will record attendance. Please initial the roster, without
falsification, as this is a federal offense.

This semester, we will have an assigned seating chart. Once assigned, please sit in the same seat each time.

**MISSING CLASS IF YOU ARE SICK**
While missing class is usually not advisable, it is important to stay at home when sick to avoid the spread of communicable illness. If you are sick or not feeling well, please do not come to class but rather seek medical attention from your doctor or at Mager’s Health and Wellness Center. They can provide you a medical excuse and advise you when it is safe to return to class. Contact your instructor to let them know that you are sick and will not be in class. By working with your instructor, you will be able to keep up with readings and assignments through the Blackboard course site. Condensed lecture videos will be posted for student convenience. All Assignments can be made up in person or online.

**Email:** Email is the best way to contact your professor. Students should, however, observe a few rules for contacting him via email.
1. Before sending an email, please attempt to answer your question by reading the syllabus on blackboard. Questions that can be answered by reading the syllabus should not be emailed to your professor.
2. Emails should have “History 104 (section number)” or “World History” in the subject heading.
3. The professor is only obligated to answer emails M-F 8:00am-6:00pm. Do not expect emails returned on weekends or late at night! Also, while the professor will answer in a timely manner, he should be given time to respond.

**Readings:** Readings are listed below in the course schedule and frequently updated on Blackboard. Students should read the assigned selections prior to the class meeting for which they are assigned.
**Discussions:** This semester discussions will be held online, through blackboard.

We will have 11-12 discussions, with 10 counting towards points. Students will receive a weekly score of up to 10 points for 100 points in total.

In blackboard, I will open a discussion board.

In the first discussion, I will generate some questions, about the primary sources, for discussion. Beginning in the third week, discussions will be led by student groups. Each student will be assigned to a group, using the group function in blackboard. The group will then: 1. Communicate and coordinate in advance; 2. Post 3-5 separate initial discussion threads, no later than Monday (at midnight) of the assigned week. The discussion threads should be designed to use the sources in order to generate discussion (so more than yes/no answers.)

All of the class, including the leaders, will then respond to one of these threads with a 250-350-word, two paragraph response by Thursday at midnight. The response should: 1. Provide some substantive analysis that is relevant to the question; 2. Use and cite at least one source (author or speaker, year).

Finally, all students will then reply to at least two fellow students, by Sunday at midnight. These replies should be more than I agree or disagree. Rather, they should be two-to-five sentences in length, and tell us why you agree or disagree.

Further criteria will be available in blackboard.

**Classroom Decorum:** As a member of the learning community, each student has a responsibility to other students who are members of the community. When cell phones or pagers ring and students respond in class or leave class to respond, it disrupts the class. Therefore, the Office of the Provost prohibits the use by students of cell phones, pagers, PDAs, or similar communication devices during scheduled classes. All such devices must be turned off or put in a silent (vibrate) mode and ordinarily should not be taken out during class. Given the fact that these same communication devices are an integral part of the University’s emergency notification system, an exception to this policy would occur when numerous devices activate simultaneously. When this occurs, students may consult their devices to determine if a university emergency exists. If that is not the case, the devices should be immediately returned to silent mode and put away. Other exceptions to this policy may be granted at the discretion of the instructor.
Exception: During discussions you may use laptops, smartphones, and pads to access the documents!

COURSE PLAN FOR THE UNEXPECTED

If we are unable to come to campus to meet for class, I will post an announcement in Blackboard about how we will be meeting. I will post recorded video lectures, and class discussion will take place on the discussion board. Your attendance and participation will be expected regardless if we are on campus or in the online Blackboard course.

I will hold virtual office hours using Collaborate Ultra during my designated office hours (except when the university is closed).

I will post readings and videos for some of our lessons as well asking questions through the discussion board. As I stated earlier, your attendance and participation in these sessions will be expected.

Homework, exams, and other assignments will be turned in using Blackboard.

Academic Dishonesty:

Academic integrity is fundamental to the activities and principles of a university. All members of the academic community must be confident that each person's work has been responsibly and honorably acquired, developed, and presented. Any effort to gain an advantage not given to all students is dishonest whether or not the effort is successful. The academic community regards breaches of the academic integrity rules as extremely serious matters. Sanctions for such a breach may include academic sanctions from the instructor, including failing the course for any violation, to disciplinary sanctions ranging from probation to expulsion. When in doubt about plagiarism, paraphrasing, quoting, collaboration, or any other form of cheating, consult the course instructor.

Missouri State University is a community of scholars committed to developing educated persons who accept the responsibility to practice personal and academic integrity. You are responsible for knowing and following the university’s student honor code, Student Academic Integrity Policies and Procedures and also available at the Reserves Desk in Meyer Library. Any student participating in any form of academic dishonesty will be subject to sanctions as described in this policy.

Dropping the Course:

It is your responsibility to understand the University’s procedure for dropping a class. If you stop attending this class but do not follow proper procedure for
dropping the class, you will receive a failing grade and will also be financially obligated to pay for the class. For information about dropping a class or withdrawing from the university, contact the Office of the Registrar at 836-5520.

**Disability Accommodation:**
If you are a student with a disability and anticipate barriers related to this course, it is important to request accommodations and establish an accommodation plan with the University. Please contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) ([https://www.missouristate.edu/disability/](https://www.missouristate.edu/disability/)), Meyer Library, Suite 111, 417-836-4192, to initiate the process to establish your accommodation plan. The DRC will work with you to establish your accommodation plan, or it may refer you to other appropriate resources based on the nature of your disability. In order to prepare an accommodation plan, the University usually requires that students provide documentation relating to their disability. Please be prepared to provide such documentation if requested. Once a University accommodation plan is established, you may notify the class instructor of approved accommodations. If you wish to utilize your accommodation plan, it is suggested that you do so in a timely manner, preferably within the first two weeks of class. Early notification to the instructor allows for full benefit of the accommodations identified in the plan. Instructors will not receive the accommodation plan until you provide that plan, and are not required to apply accommodations retroactively.

**Intellectual pluralism**

Missouri State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution, and maintains a grievance procedure available to any person who believes he or she has been discriminated against. At all times, it is your right to address inquiries or concerns about possible discrimination to the Office for Institutional Equity and Compliance, Park Central Office Building, 117 Park Central Square, Suite 111, 417-836-4252. Other types of concerns (i.e., concerns of an academic nature) should be discussed directly with your instructor and can also be brought to the attention of your instructor’s Department Head. Please visit the OED website at [www.missouristate.edu/equity/](http://www.missouristate.edu/equity/)

**Emergency Response**

At the first class meeting, students should become familiar with a basic emergency response plan through a dialogue with the instructor that includes a review and awareness of exits specific to the classroom and the location of evacuation centers for the building. All instructors are provided this information specific to their classroom and/or lab assignments in an e-mail prior to the beginning of the fall semester from the Office of the Provost and Safety and Transportation. Students with disabilities impacting mobility should discuss the approved accommodations for emergency situations and additional options when applicable with the instructor. For more information go to [http://www.missouristate.edu/safetran/51597.htm](http://www.missouristate.edu/safetran/51597.htm)
Student Requirements for Technology
The use of technology is a part of our everyday lives at the university and there is important information you should know about your own computer’s capabilities, Internet access, Blackboard, and other technology tools whether you are participating in a classroom on campus or taking an online class. The link below will provide you with the information you need to know.

[Computer Services webpage on required technology specifications]

Audio Recording

Students may make audio or video recordings of course activity. However, the redistribution of audio or video recordings from the course to individuals who are not students in the class is prohibited without the express permission of the faculty member and any of the students who are recorded.

Mask and Face Covering Policy
In accord with the MSU Mask and Face Covering policy, Greene County Health Department and the Springfield City Ordinance, masks or face coverings must be worn at all times during a traditional (seated) class. This measure is being implemented to reduce COVID-19 related health risks for everyone engaged in the educational process. Masks or face coverings must be worn over the nose and mouth, in accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines. Face shields are not considered masks or face coverings for purposes of this requirement.
Students who cannot wear a mask or face covering due to a disability must contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) to initiate the interactive accommodation process.
In the absence of an approved accommodation, a student’s refusal to wear a mask or face covering will be considered a classroom disruption, consistent with Op3.04-11 Class Disruption, and may result in the student being administratively dropped from the class section.

Mental Health & Stress Management:
As a student you may experience a range of personal issues that can impede learning, such as strained relationships, increased anxiety, alcohol/drug problems, feeling down, difficulty concentrating and/or lack of motivation. These mental health concerns or stressful events may lead to diminished academic performance and may reduce your ability to participate in daily activities. Learn Visit the Missouri State University Counseling Center website to learn more about free and confidential services available to assist you.
**Title IX:**
Missouri State University has a Title IX policy that guides our response to instances of sexual violence. Sexual Violence includes: Rape, Sexual Assault, Sexual Misconduct, Sexual Discrimination, Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Stalking, Sexual Harassment and Pregnancy issues. The Title IX policy can be located on the [MSU Title IX website](http://example.com). This website is also a good resource for any questions or issues involving Title IX and contains contact information for the MSU Title IX Office and staff. Read an [overview of the Title IX office](http://example.com).

If an MSU student discloses a Title IX related issue to a MSU faculty or staff member who is deemed to be a “Responsible Employee” under the policy, that faculty or staff member is required to report such disclosure to the Title IX Coordinator. A responsible employee includes any employee who has the authority to take action to redress sexual violence; who has been given the duty of reporting incidents of sexual violence or any other misconduct by students to the Title IX Coordinator or other appropriate school designee; or whom a student could reasonably believe has the authority or duty to take action. Taylor Health employees and MSU Counseling Center Clinicians are not considered to be Responsible Employees under the policy, and therefore, are not required to report Title IX issues to the Title IX Coordinator.

---

**Course schedule:**
If a hyperlink is broken, please email the professor ASAP.

**Week One (Aug. 17-21): Indigenous Society**
Readings: *Of the People*, 1-10
Sources on Blackboard

**Week Two (Aug. 24-28): Spanish and French Colonization**
Readings: *Of the People*, 10-44
Sources on Blackboard

**Week Three (Aug. 31-Sept. 4): British and Dutch Colonization**
Readings: *Of the People*, 45-123
Sources on Blackboard

**Week Four (Sept. 7-11; Sept. 7 Labor Day): From 1650-1763:**
Reason and Religion
Readings: *Of the People*, 124-155
Sources on Blackboard

Week Five (Sept. 14-18): Towards Revolution
Readings: *Of the People*, 156-187
Sources on Blackboard

Week Six (Sept. 21-25): Many Revolutions
Readings: *Of the People*, 188-223
Sources on Blackboard

Week Seven (Sept. 28-Oct. 2): Early Republic
Readings: *Of the People*, 224-255
Sources on Blackboard

Week Eight (Oct. 5-9; Oct. 8-9 Fall Holiday): Jefferson’s Republic
October 7, Midterm Exam
Readings: *Of the People*, 256-268
Sources on Blackboard

Week Nine (Oct. 12-16): The Market Revolution
March 20, Mid-Semester Grades Due
Readings: *Of the People*, 269-287
Sources on Blackboard

Week Ten (Oct. 19-23): Jacksonian Democracy
Readings: *Of the People*, 288-301, 314-329
*Slave Girl*, First Third
Sources on Blackboard

Week Eleven (Oct.26-30): Religion and Reform
Readings: *Of the People*, 330-359
*Slave Girl*, Second Third
Sources on Blackboard

Week Twelve (Nov. 2-6): Old South
Readings: *Of the People*, 302-314
*Slave Girl*, Final Third
Sources on Blackboard

Week Thirteen (Nov. 9-13): Manifest Destiny
Readings: *Of the People*, 360-387
Sources on Blackboard

**Week Fourteen (Nov. 16-20): Houses Divide**
*Paper Due November 18*
Readings: *Of the People*, 388-419
Readings on Blackboard

**Week Fifteen (Nov. 23-27; Nov. 25-29 Thanksgiving): Civil War**
Readings: *Of the People*, 420-457
Sources on Blackboard

**Week Sixteen (Nov. 30-Dec. 4; December 4 Study Day): Reconstruction**
Readings: *Of the People*, 458-495
Sources on Blackboard

**Final Exam:**  Wednesday, December 9, 1:15 pm to 3:15 pm
History 121: Assignment that focuses on representative government and the Constitution and evaluated with the following rubric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Objective</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Acceptable</th>
<th>Not Acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify the rights and responsibilities they have in their own communities and the broader society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize the ways in which they can exercise their rights and responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand, critically examine, and articulate key similarities and differences between their own cultural practices and perspectives and those of other cultures, past and present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze the role that different languages, cultures, institutions, and beliefs have in shaping individual and collective behavior.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL | TOTAL | TOTAL |